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Submission guidelines:
Submit your code in a python file named as your name.py and write your name
in the first line inside the file as: # your name. Make sure your code is running,
well formatted and commented properly, then submit it for correction by email

to philipp@informatik.uni-freiburg.de.

Exercise 1: Basic data analysis in Excel (in class; no points)
Based on the use case Analysis of voting patterns as introduced in the lecture 1 2, we approach to
solve the mentioned tasks.

(a) Consistency check:
(i) Check for all representatives if each of the voting columns (i.e. ja, nein, Enthaltung,

ungültig, nicht abgegeben) contains 0 or 1.
(ii) Check for all representatives if each row contains exactly one 1 entry in the voting

columns.
(iii) Check if the voting results match the summary available in the PDF version.

(b) Voting behaviour:
(i) Find out which parties do and do not impose voting restrictions on their representa-

tives (i.e. who uses the whip).
(ii) According to your hypotheses, which representatives adhere to the whip?

(iii) Which representatives vote differently than the majority of their fraction?

Why are Excel formulas not the perfect means to solve such tasks? Discuss!

Exercise 2: Python setup (in class; no points)
Turning to Python, we first need to install required software packages, find a suitable editor and
get acquainted with writing and running programs.

1https://www.bundestag.de/blob/404086/029a3812d1a1a63979de77b48fbbabc2/
20160128_2-data.pdf

2https://www.bundestag.de/blob/404080/8d985dd7bac5ecff733d4b98d40a2c07/
20160128_2_xls-data.xls
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(a) If you do not already have Python 3 installed, find your release first 3 and install it.
(b) While you can directly write Python code in a straightforward text editor and execute it in

the command prompt, you can use established IDEs (e.g. PyCharm 4) for more function-
ality, such as debugging of errors.

(c) Be sure that Python correctly works and you have an appropriate editor or IDE, as you will
have to write several functions.

Exercise 3: Basic functions in Python (in class; no points)
We go through different application scenarios, which require simple Python functions.

(a) Develop converter functions:
(i) Two functions to convert distances between KM and Mile, and back.

(ii) Two functions to convert temperatures between Centigrade and Fahrenheit, and back.
(b) Write a function distance to origin that takes two numbers considered as (x,y) coordinates

and computes the distance of this point to the origin.
(c) Define the function cube volume, which accepts the length of a side of an equilateral cube

and computes its volume. If you have time, consider defining cube surface, too.
(d) Define the function bool imply. It consumes two Boolean values, call them sunny and

friday. The answer of the function is True if sunny is False or friday is True.
(e) Define the function string insert, which consumes a string and a number i and which

inserts “ ” at the ith position of the string. Assume i is a number between 0 and the length
of the given string (inclusive). How would you deal with the empty string?

Exercise 4: Case distinction in Python (in class; no points)
We develop functions that require case distinction.

(a) Write a function hydro for a hydroelectric power plant, which wants to translate the fre-
quency f of the AC output into directives for controlling its turbines.

(i) f < 50 : more water
(ii) f = 50 : steady

(iii) f > 50 : decrease water supply
(b) Write a function rev str that reverses a string or a list.

3https://www.python.org/downloads/
4https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/
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Exercise 5: Data analysis in Excel (home; 2 points) Updated on 29/01/2018 3:00 pm
Write formulas, such that the following questions are answered.

• Which parties, on average, have the least absent and most absent representatives, respec-
tively? Here, absent refers to nicht abgegeben.
• Did the results within the parties turn out less clear (i.e. less dominant for one outcome)

for parties with more absent represenatives than average (i.e. the average over all parties
for a single vote)?

Exercise 6: Geometry with functions and lists (home; 3 points)
Write a function line point distance with parameters line and point where:

• line is a list [a, b, c] defining a line ax+ by + c = 0 in the plane.
• point is a list [x0, y0].

The function returns the closest distance of (x0, y0) to the line.

Exercise 7: Check for properties (home; 2 points)
Write a function check palindrome that recognizes a palindrome.

Exercise 8: Reading text from console (home; 3 points)
Write a function read average that reads three floating point numbers n1, n2, n3 with ni ∈
[0, 100], entered in a single line and separated with white spaces via stdin. Print the average
of the numbers and rounded it to two decimal places. When an unexpected input is given, the
method should print an error message suitable for two cases: input is out of range and input is of
invalid type.
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